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American Commandos: Licensed to Kill
Living inside the secret world of the most elite, private military force.

“Our world is often a dark and sinister place. Terrorist have woven themselves into the fabric 
of our society. It’s s threat more certain - more dangerous than any meteor strike or global 
warming scenario. Evil camps in our backyards, dares to breach the the thresholds of our homes 
and rides stealth into our communities.”  

Logline: Quiet. Swift. Accurate. Deadly. Licensed to kill. And, they’re for hire.

All, former members of American special forces and elite military fighting units, they work for governments to bring 
down the most dangerous targets or provide high-level protection for corporate clients facing serious security threats.

If you can afford your own private army to protect your assets or your life, you want these guys on your side.

American Commandos: Licensed to Kill propels you into the lives and operations of the most elite private military force.

“Once you’re trained to kill, there’s no other option for other work. Its the only thing I know 
and I can’t imagine doing anything else.”   

Story: Quiet communities and middle-class neighborhoods dot the American landscape. Soccer moms shop for geraniums 
and potting soil at the local building supply. Husbands and fathers make the trek to work every day, then close it out with a 
quiet night of Sports Center. Children are tucked into beds with kisses on their foreheads. They are safe and secure. Maybe.

The reality is that the American landscape, and indeed the world, is a dark and sinister place. Terror is as close as our 
welcome mats. Members of street gangs join the US military with the intention of acquiring sophisticated military training 
for use on the streets. Foreign militaries, hell-bent on destroying our country are sending a steady flow of operatives over 
our Northern and Southern boarders. Daily, pirates attack large, ocean going shipping vessels.

The terrorist threat is very real; more dangerous than an asteroid heading for earth or the worst case of global warming! 
Our terrorist enemies are the true doomsday scenario and it will happen, very soon.

Like a viper ready to strike, a band of men and women with highly specialized tactical military experience are ready for 
hire by governments, corporations and wealthy individuals to protect their assets and their lives. They are a personal 
protection unit and tough-as-nails, military-level strike force with automatic weapons, rocket launchers and their own 
private air force.

The American Commando “Family” is an explosive group of human military hardware: ex-Marines, Army Rangers, Green 
Berets and Navel SEALs - ready to take down anything that comes between you and your freedom.

American Commandos digs deep into the lives of an elite, for-hire fighting force that lives on the edge and brings you back 
breathless with every episode. - The American Commandos: true protection against your doomsday scenario.

Program Creator / Producer, Carl Hartman Carl Hartman worked for ten years as a network executive for PBS and Great Plains National, the pro-
ducers of the multi-Emmy Award winning program Reading Rainbow. His original series Amazing Art Adventures airs nationally on PBS and peers 
voted his work at PBS as “Best of the Best.” His responsibilities included budgets in excess of $15 million. Additionally, he has contributed as co-pro-
ducer for episodes of The American Experience and contract producer  for Massive Moves (Windfall Films) on the National Geographic Channel.


